Barton Springs Eternal was started in the late 1970s. I sang it one night at Armadillo World Headquarters as a call for a City Council public hearing the next day at City Hall. The song found service with the Zilker Park Posse, the new Save Barton Creek Association, and the Save Our Springs Ordinance.

The Save Our Springs Ordinance campaign and vote, 1990 - 1992, (bringing us the S.O.S. Alliance) needed a new rendition of the song. A brainstorming session with “Lost Gonzo” Bob Livingston brought out a flood of Austin’s fabled music community, actors and others to produce a recording and video - “a musical petition.”
“Hope Springs Eternal,” comes from Alexander Pope, English poet, 1688 - 1744. For me, Barton Creek and Springs became a “creek named Hope.”

Ours is a visible, tangible goal - while the danger is spread out over an ever-growing area and gradual assault. More verses and songs and campaigns are needed to keep the Springs—and Hope—flowing.

**Barton Springs Eternal Song Lyrics:**

Austin is a summer city, and Barton Springs Eternal
Winter’s short and the springs are pretty, Barton Springs Eternal
And when it’s warm where do we go, to remove most all our clothes
The cleanest, clearest swimming hole, Barton Springs Eternal

The bank may have turned down your loan, but Barton Springs Eternal
Your boss won’t let you off the phone, but Barton Springs Eternal
It’s been a work day to forget, it’s time for you to go get wet
You’ll be feeling better, you bet at Barton Springs Eternal

It may be dry on Barton Creek but Barton Springs Eternal
May not have rained in many weeks but Barton Springs Eternal
If it’s warm or if it’s freeze, it’s always 68 degrees
In a world of uncertainties, it’s Barton Springs Eternal

They may abstain at City Hall but Barton Springs Eternal
Justice moving at a crawl but Barton Springs Eternal
East Austinites say “tank a lot!” Rulers breaking rules a lot
it looks like some impervious plot on Barton Springs Eternal
Indians, they used to come to Barton Springs Eternal
Feel the chill, feel the sun, at Barton Springs Eternal
And as they filled their water sacks, to them it was a sacred act
What would they say if they came back to Barton Springs Eternal?

Why do people worry so about Barton Springs Eternal?
Holler out “Look out below!” Barton Springs Eternal
It’s a little twist on down and up when your aquifer’s an aqua duct
What goes down then comes up at Barton Springs Eternal

How many times we read and weep, Barton Springs Eternal
Watch development as it creeps up Barton Spring Eternal
This piecemeal progress and grand demise
has been malled and golfed and condo-ized
We don’t want no consolation prize
We want Barton Springs Eternal!!
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